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ABSTRACT

Tremendous amount of research has been conducted in
modern coding theory in the past few years and much of the work
has been done in developing new coding techniques. Low density
parity check (LDPC) codes are class of linear block error
correcting codes which provide capacity performance on a large
collection of data transmission and storage channels while Root
LDPC codes in this thesis work are admitting implementable
decoders with manageable complexity. Furthermore, work has
been conducted to develop graphical methods to represent LDPC
codes. This thesis implement one of the LDPC kind “Root LDPC
code” using iterative method and calculate its threshold level for
binary and non-binary Root LDPC code. This threshold value can
serve as a starting point for further study on this topic. We use
C++ as tool to simulate the code structure and parameters. The
results show that non-binary Root LDPC code provides higher
threshold value as compare to binary Root LDPC code.

Keywords: Non-Binary Root LDPC codes, LDPC codes, BinaryRoot LDPC codes
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1

INTRUDUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Low density parity check (LDPC) codes are class of linear block error correcting codes which
provide capacity performance on a large collection of data transmission and storage channels while
simultaneously admitting implementable decoders with manageable complexity [1]. They were
invented by Gallager in his doctoral dissertation and were scarcely considered in the 35 years that
followed.
One notable exception is Tanner, who wrote an important paper in 1981 [2] which generalized LDPC
codes and introduced a graphical representation of these codes, now called Tanner graphs. Apparently
independent of Gallager’s work, LDPC codes were reinvented in mid-1990 by Mackay, Luby; others
[3, 4, 5] also noticed the advantage of linear block codes which posses sparse (low density) parity
check matrices.
Davey and Mackay in 1998 [6] investigated non-binary LDPC codes; these codes perform better than
binary LDPC codes with higher order Galois fields. Recently Hu et al [7] constructed non-binary
LDPC codes. The performance of these codes increases as the size of the Galois field increases.
In 2007, a family of LDPC codes has been developed that competes with multiplexed parallel turbo
codes suitable for non-ergodic channels [8]. These codes are called Root LDPC codes (RLDPC)
The main suggestion of this thesis work is to combine the two latest LDPC coding techniques (i.e.
non-binary LDPC codes over Galois field and the Root LDPC codes) in order to design a code for
non-ergodic transmission channels. The constructed code will be called as non-binary Root LDPC
code.

1.2 Study Area
The study area of this thesis work is modern coding theory, so the key principle of modern coding
theory for capacity approaching codes (i.e. LDPC and Turbo codes,) is the performance that
approaches Shannon limit. Shannon limit is actually channel capacity C. For any data rate R < C there
exist a code coding technique which allows the probability of error at the receiver to be made
arbitrarily small and for R > C probability of error at the receiver increases without bound as rate is
increased. So no useful information can be transmitted beyond the channel capacity [9]. There are
some elements of capacity approaching codes that must be taken into account.


Defining the linear complexity graph of the code with pseudo-random interconnection.



Using soft channel outputs (i.e., with reliability info), not hard, i.e., decode with Euclidean
space not Hamming space.



Decode with iterative, message-passing sum-product algorithm.

1.3 Motivation
Root LDPC codes achieve full diversity over non-ergodic transmission channels in the sense that their
error probability declines at moderate or high signal to noise ratio. The LDPC code optimization for
non-ergodic transmission channels do not follow the same criteria as those applied for standard
ergodic erasure and Gaussian channels, the pervious known analysis is based on asymptotic bit
threshold for information variables under iterative decoding. In this work we will investigate
asymptotic block threshold for non binary Root LDPC codes for Rayleigh fading channel as a non7

ergodic transmission channel. Non ergodic transmission takes place when a block (encoded) data is
sent by sub blocks into several slow fading transmission channels. This model can describe the parallel
(MIMO) system. [10]. A theoretical approach has been taken in [10] to obtain a code that can achieve
full transmit diversity but has not been implemented; therefore we will try to implement the code in
laboratory scenario. We have considered non-binary Root LDPC code.
To achieve full diversity here we mean to ensure that each information node receiving multiple
messages undergoing distinct fading coefficients. This idea has been implemented in root LDPC codes
[8] by means of root check nodes. Root check node guarantees a message that observes on the second
channel state when variable node is observed on the first channel state. Root LDPC codes are fulldiversity LDPC codes that can be devised for any diversity order but we will limit our study to rate ½
diversity 2 codes.

1.4 Study Type
The primary focus of this study is to generate non-binary root LDPC codes that can be implemented in
the laboratory scenario. Different simulations will be conducted in order to obtain a threshold for nonergodic transmission channels. Our aim is to compare these obtained results to highlight the good ones
that can be suggested to field implementations. The study consists of literature review and exploratory
study for collecting valuable information from research literature. We will conduct several simulations
in order to collect the detailed data and plot it.

1.5 Report Outline
Chapter 2 provides an overview on the background of the thesis work. It deeply discusses the key
challenges in the LDPC coding techniques and their origins. Further, the definitions will be presented
for the key terms used in this report such as full diversity, non ergodicity in transmission channels.
This chapter also summarizes the related work in the study area and identifies the improvements and
opportunities in the current research.
In chapter 3 details on planning and conducting the research is presented. It motivates the selected
design and research methodology and gives detail on the research design and conduction including
data collection and analysis. It also reflects how the study was planned and conducted. Furthermore,
the research and results are discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 4 concludes this thesis work by evaluating the research and its outcome and bringing a
discussion in the study area of LDPC codes. This chapter will also include the set of
recommendations proposed. It also draws the path for new research efforts.
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2

RELATED STUDY

2.1 Background:
This section summarizes the background on the modern coding theory, LDPC codes, LDPC codes
over
(Galois finite field) and Root LDPC codes and their representation.

2.1.1 Over View of digital communication System and coding theory:
Any real world communication system subjected to noise which can cause errors in the transmission
of information. Claude Shannon [11] laid the foundation for the methods of designing the
communication systems such that the errors in transmission system that occur can be reduce to
arbitrary small probability. These methods are collectively known as coding theory.

Source
encoder

Data source

Channel
encoder

Modulator

⊕
Noise Added

Source
decoder

Data sink

Channel
decoder

Demodulator

Fig 2.1 Digital Transmission System
Fig 2.1 is a digital transmission system in which channel encoder and channel decoder (fig
2.2) are the primary fields of this thesis work where we use coding techniques to encode and
then decode our transmitted signal.
Input bit k

n coded bits
Encoder

Output bits k
Channel

Decoder

Fig 2.2 Channel Encoder and Decoder Diagram
Shannon’s coding theorem became the base for the search of developing new data coding schemes
therefore among all LDPC codes are the one.
Shannon’s coding theory states that every (statically well defined) data communication channel has
capacity and for any data rate
there exist a code of rate and decoding scheme such that
9

the probability of decoding error
is arbitrarily small and for any data rate
code of rate and decoding scheme such that
is small.

there exists no

2.2 Introduction to Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes:
LDPC codes were invented by Robert Gallager in 1962 [1]. LDPC codes are class of linear block error
correcting codes; these codes are well known for their capacity performance on the large collection of
data transmission and storage channels with implementable decoders of less complexity. LDPC codes
are obtained from sparse bipartite graph and their graphical representation can further be explained by
matrix representation which will be next subtopics of LDPC codes.

2.2.1 Graphical representation of LDPCs:
The idea for the graphical representation of LDPC codes was given by Michael Tanner [2]. Tanner
generalized LDPC codes and showed that how effectively LDPC codes were used by their Tanner
(bipartite) graph.

2.2.2 Bipartite Graph:
Bipartite graph is the graph which has two types of nodes called “check node” and “variable node”
where both are connected by undirected edges and the nodes of same type are not connected. For more
understanding an example of LDPC Tanner graph is given in Fig 2.3.

U
V

Fig 2.3 Example of Bipartite Graph
One can define bipartite graph as a graph whose vertices are divided into two disjoint sets
and
such that each edge has two vertexes in and in each, and are independent sets. Furthermore
it will explained by a figure 2.3 above.
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Message Nodes
x1

x2

Ceck Nodes

x1+x2+x3+x4+x6+x8+x10=0

x3

x4
x1+x3+x4+x7+x8+x9+x10=0

x5

x2+x4+x8= 0
x6

x7
x1+x5+x7+x8+x9+x10=0

x8

x3+x4+x5+x7+x9=0
x9

x10

Fig 2.4 Tanner Graph Model

2.2.3 Tanner graph Representation of LDPC codes:
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes are block linear type codes which are obtained from
bipartite graphs. Let’s say that
is the graph which has number of nodes on the left side (called
message or variable nodes or information nodes) and number of right nodes (called check nodes). A
linear code of block length can be deduced from the graph which will have dimension at least
in the following way: The coordinates of the codewords are generated from message nodes. The
codewords are those vectors
such that for all check nodes the sum of neighboring
positions among the message nodes is zero. Figure 2.4 gives an example.
The matrix and graph representation are analogous to each other while looking at the adjacency matrix
of the graph. Let be
binary matrix which has entry
is 1 only in case if the
check node
is connected to
message node in the graph. Then the LDPC code defined by the graph will be set
of vectors
such that
where
is the parity check matrix for the code.
Conversely any binary
matrix gives rise to bipartite graph between
messages and check
11

nodes where the code is defined as the null space of is precisely the code associated to this graph.
Therefore any linear code has representation as a code associated to bipartite graph (note that this
graph is not uniquely defined by the code). However, not every binary linear code has representation
by a sparse bipartite graph. If it does then the code is called a Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC)
code.
Variable nodes can be specified as v-nodes and check nodes are specified as c-nodes and their
respective equation are mentioned below.

∑

(2.1)

denotes the fraction all edges which are connected to degree-d variable nodes (v-nodes) and
indicates the maximum number of variable nodes similarly in the polynomial

∑

(2.2)

indicates the fraction of all edges which are connected to degree-d check nodes (c-nodes) and
denotes the maximum check node degree.
The messages are sent to and from nodes in order to perform required operation at variable node and
for those decoding algorithms are used to decode the messages. There are different decoding
algorithms but we will discuss here only Message Passing Algorithm (MAP) as it is used in our thesis
work.

2.3 Iterative Decoding Algorithms:
Gallager [1] in addition to introducing LDPC codes also provided a decoding algorithm which is
typically near optimal, but during that time many other researchers have also independently discovered
near optimal algorithm and other related algorithms, albeit sometimes for different application [4][12].
The computation process of the algorithm is iterative and it computes the distributions of variable in
the graph based model as show in figure 2.4. The algorithm comes into different names depending on
the context. The message passing algorithm (MPA), the belief propagation algorithm (PBA), and the
sum product algorithm (SPA). The term “message passing” refers to all the iterative algorithms
mentioned above.
Much as optimal (maximum a posteriori, MAP) decoding of trellis codes symbol by symbol we here
are keen to compute the a posteriori probability (APP) such that in a given bit the codeword
which is transmitted is equals to 1, given that the received word
.
Therefore, now we will focus on the decoding of bit with loss of generality, so that we are interested
in computing the APP:
(2.3)
or the ̂ ratio (called as likelihood ratio, LR)
(2.4)
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For further more stable numerical computation we will take the log-APP ratio which is also called loglikelihood ratio (LLR)
(2.5)

Here in the subsequence the natural logarithm is assumed i.e. LLR.

2.4 How Message Passing Algorithm Works:
For the computation of
,
or
the MPA is an iterative algorithm which is based
on the Tanner graph of the code in which v-node represent processors of one type and c-node represent
processors of another type and the edges represent the message paths. The word iteration is defined as
one half iteration, where each v-node processes its input messages and passes the resulting output
messages to neighboring check nodes (c-nodes), where as neighboring nodes are those which are
connected with same edge.

f0

f2

f1

C0

y0

Channel sample/input

Fig 2.5 Check node Messages
As depicted in figure 2.5 the message
from variable node
to
check node (the arrow in the
subscription indicates the direction of message as in case of above figure all check nodes are lying
above and message or variable node lay below. The information that passed is concerns the probability
,
, the ratio of such probabilities or the logarithm of the ratio of
such probabilities. From figure 2.5 we can see that the information send to check node
from the
variable node is the total information gathered at variable node i.e. the information from the channel
and from its neighbors excluding the check node , Therefore, only extrinsic information is passed.
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The computation is done for such extrinsic information
node
pair at each half iteration.

for every variable node (

node/ check

f0
Check node

c1

c0

c2

c3

Fig 2.6 Variable Node Messages
Before it was half iteration depicted in figure 2.5 now in figure 2.6 is the other half iteration where the
check node computes all input messages and pass the resulting output messages to its neighboring
variable nodes, i.e. messages
from check to variable nodes . The information which is passed
to neighbors concerns the Probability
the ratio of such probabilities, or the logarithm of the ratio of such probabilities. Note, as in the
previous case only extrinsic information is passed to variable node . Therefore such extrinsic
information
is computed for each check node ( )/variable node (
pair at each other half
iteration.
Thus iteration process continues till some defined maximum number of iteration in the programming
reaches, let us say thousand iterations are defined or some stopping criteria has been met, decoder will
then computes APP, the LR or the LLR from which the decisions on the bits
are made. One
stopping criteria is to stop iterating when
where is a tentatively decoded codeword.
It is assumed in the message passing decoding algorithm that the messages which are passed in the
iterating process are statically independent throughout the decoding process. When are independent,
this independency assumption will hold true if there are no cycles in the Tanner graph.

2.5 Cycles in the Tanner graph:
To understand the cycles in the tanner graph we will take an example of Tanner graph in figure 2.7
which will show us some repetitions in the graph (blue edges indicated in figure 2.7).
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Variabl nodes
c0
Check nodes
c1
f0
c2

c3

f1

c4
f2
c5

c6

f3

c7
f4
c8

c9

Fig 2.7 Tanner Graph with Cycles
A cycle (or loop) in a Tanner graph is defined as a path which contains some number edges
are closed back on itself.

which

The Tanner graph in figure 2.7 have six cycles as exemplified by six blue bold edges. The girth of a
Tanner graph is the minimum cycle length of the graph. Short cycles are usually preferred because
they degrade the performance of iterative decoding algorithm used for LDPC codes. Lin et al. [13]
showed that some configuration of length-four cycles is not harmful which means code will converge
to some finite value during iteration process.

2.6 LDPC Codes Over Galois Field

)/ Non-Binary LDPC codes:

LDPC codes over Galois field are also known as non-binary LDPC codes. As for the sake of
understanding the difference between non-binary and binary LDPC codes we will review the binary
LDPC code along with non-binary section.
As we know that Gallager [1] was the father of LDPC codes (binary LDPC) he invented them in 1963,
where as the non-binary LDPC codes were discovered by Davey [6]. The main difference between a
binary LDPC code and non-binary LDPC code is that binary LDPC code is defined over Galois field
of order 2
while the non-binary LDPC codes is defined over the Galois field of order ,
.
Let’s consider
. The sparse parity check matrix
of size
, where the codeword
length is denoted here by and the number information symbols by . The number of redundancy
⁄
symbol here is
, and the code rate is given by
, with equality if is
full rank (i.e., its row rank is equal to ). Connection of nodes in Tanner graph in LDPC codes
defined by parameters
and , where
indicates the number of degrees of node connected to
15

variable or message node and
shows the number of degrees of nodes which connected with check
node. Therefore this ( , ) made connection in Tanner graph easier for all parity check-matrices. In
case of non-binary LDPC codes the non-zero value of the parity check matrices are chosen uniformly
at random in
(finite Galois field).
Figures 2.4 and 2.7 are two examples of binary LDPC bipartite graph which also called factor graph
[14] and Tanner graph [2]. The non-zero values of the non-binary LDPC codes of the parity check
matrix belongs to
. Elements of on column and row is denoted
. Two nodes are
connected i.e.
check node and
variable node if
. Let
represents the variable node
where is the value of symbol, therefore the
parity check equation is formed if

∑

(2.6)

As per above equation two mathematical operations, addition and multiplications are performed over
. Same as in LDPC codes
here is the degree of connection of variable node (same for check
node) is the number of edges linked to this node where a node is said connected or of degree if it
connected to edges.

Variable/message nodes
v0

v2

v1

c0

v3

c1

v4

c2

v5

c3

Check node

Fig 2.8 Tanner Graph for Non-binary LDPC
Figure 2.8 is bipartite graph of non-binary LDPC code and it can further explained by following
polynomials for variable nodes and for check nodes.
Polynomial for variable nodes is:

∑

(2.7)

here defined as the proportion of edges of the graph which are connected to degree variable nodes,
and
is the maximum degree of variable node.
16

Similarly polynomial which associated with check nodes is:

∑

(2.8)

where

is the proportion of the edges of the graph which are connected to degree check nodes, and
is the maximum degree of check nodes. The code rate of non-binary LDPC code is defined as
below:
∑

(2.9)

∑

2.7 Decoding Algorithm for non-binary LDPC codes:
Belief Propagation Algorithm (BPA) is used as a decoding algorithm for non-binary LDPC codes.
Belief propagation algorithm is also known as Sum-Product [14]. Message forwarding probabilities
are spread along the edges in this algorithm where to edge two types of messages are associated, each
message for one direction. Bays rule is the basic principle of BP algorithm which is applied locally
and iteratively to estimate a posteriori probabilities (APP) of every codeword symbol. In this
algorithm, the messages which are going into a node are independent from each other and thus the
exact computation of APP has been made possible by local factorization of Bays rule in a cycle free
graph.
In the decoding principle of
codes where
, messages on the edges of the graph are sized
vectors and non-binary symbols are considered as random variables in
therefore BPA to
computes the APP for each codeword symbol. For example, the algorithm handles the probability
vector for the symbol that corresponds to variable node
and that probability vector is
is the probability that shows
(
|
) , where
the sent codeword symbol is equal to following conditions are fulfilled that the output for the
channel is the
symbol where is the event that that shows parity check equations are connected
to the variable node. The computation of
mainly depends on the structure of the Tanner graph
through event

for all .The probabilities on the graph are computed exactly up to

considering is the shortest cycle in the Tanner graph given that input messages
independent this is also called girth of the graph.

iteration, where
on edges are

Before describing that how BP algorithm works, some message types must be defined. To an each
edge, there are two types of messages;
The messages getting in a variable/message node
{

of degree

at the

iteration

}

The messages which are going out/away from this variable/message node are
{

}

.
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Here
show the message direction from permutation node to variable node and
message direction from variable node to permutation node.

denotes the

Similarly there are two types of messages for check node
The messages which getting in to a parity check node are denoted as {

}

.

The messages which are going out from a check node c are denoted as {

}

.

The algorithm is composed of six different stages which is a complete description that how this
algorithm works in orders to decode non-binary LDPC codes.
Initialization:
The messages which are going out from a variable node to a check node are
with some priori information is computed at the channel output {
}
probability

,

which are initialized
with

(2.10)

Channel output
Y

P ch

dv
p
l P1

V

Variable node

p

v

vp3

r
Permutation nodes

Check nodes

Fig 2.9 Variable Node Update
Variable node update:
The probability is sent to check node from a variable node for the symbol which corresponds to
to be equals to
is also shown in figure 2.9.
The messages which are going out from a variable node are updated with following equation.
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∏
is

,

(2.11)

is the normalization vector such that ∑

and

.

Permutation nodes update:
This stage is the result of parity check equation

∑

(2.12)

Permutation nodes do the multiplication of non-zero value with the symbol value on each edge as
depicted in figure 2.9. This multiplication corresponds to cyclic permutation of the vector messages as
the non-zero value and symbol value belong to
.

[

]

.

(2.13)

Inverse transform is achieved with the help of inverse symbol
going from check node to variable node (
).

permutation when messages are

Variable nodes

v

v

v

Permutation nodes

p

p

l

r

p1 c

cp3

dc

Check node

Fig 2.10 Check Node Update

Check node update:
At check node update stage
are updated messages when
are incoming messages to check node,
processed and sent out to all neighbors of check node as shown in figure 2.10. Check node actually
sends the probability to its neighboring variables that the parity check equation is fulfilled given its
incoming messages.
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∑

∏

[ ]

(2.14)

⊕

where ⊕ operator shows that the addition is performed over
addition. Therefore, addition is only performed over

. This operator is also known as

if the elements are summed up, where

can also be expressed directly in terms of

∑

∏
⊕

(

[ ]

)

(2.15)
This equation is the update of the component

of the output vector

.

Figure 2.10 depicts the updated equation 2.15 where the element
of all products
.

update consisting of the sum

by satisfying the condition

with

Stopping criteria:
Following equation corresponds to the decision rule on symbol value:

∏

.

(2.16)

The update of
and
messages is done iteratively until
condition is reached and this is
also called that the decoder has converged to a codeword or the maximum number of iteration is
reached and which means that the decoder did not succeed in converging to a codeword.

2.8 Root LDPC Codes:
Root LDPC codes are the codes which are design to achieve full diversity and (i.e. minimum number
of cycles in the tanner graph), If there are minimum numbers of cycles in the Tanner graph then the
code will be stable. LDPC codes were designed [15] for slow varying fading channel. These codes are
designed for the block fading (BF) channel, which was first introduced in [16]. The block fading
channel model is convenient model which is affected by slow varying fading. Example of slow
varying fading are on wireless communications involving time frequency hopping or multicarrier
modulation using orthogonal frequency multiplexing (OFDMA). Therefore it is a challenging task to
design a code for block fading (BF) channel as compare to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or
independent fading channels [17].The reason is that in BF channels the random channel gain is
constant during the block of symbols and it takes independent values from block to block. The word
error probability of independent channel depends on hamming distances between code words while in
BF channel it depends on block wise hamming distance. Therefore it is not necessary that if the code
that exhibits large minimum hamming distance may not have large blockwise hamming distance; in
other words we can say that if codes which are good for independent fading channels may not be good
20

for BF channel. Another property that permutations for the symbols in independent channel have an
effect on the code performance but in the case of BF channel it causes variations in the code patterns.
If the code which is designed for independent fading channel can be used for transmission over a BF
fading channel required to use the best permutation of its symbols. Therefore one must consider BF
fading channel as non ergodic channel. Thus the word error probability of any coding scheme cannot
achieve theoretical rate limits (i.e. one cannot use channel capacity but rather outage probability) [18].
The classical random-like codes are designed to achieve ergodic capacity but cannot generally
approach the ideal performance limits of BF channel. So efforts are made to in [15] to design codes
which are suited to the non ergodic nature of the channel.
There are two main parameters which determine error rate of coded BF channels for high signal to
noise ratio (SNR) ratio: diversity order and coding gain. As the slope of the error rate curve is a
function of the SNR on a log–log scale. The error probability of any coding scheme is lower-bounded
by the outage probability, and the diversity order is upper-bounded by the intrinsic diversity of the
channel, and it reflects the slope of the outage limit. The coding gain yields a measure of SNR
proximity to the outage limit when a diversity order is achieved by a code. In [17] the maximum
achievable diversity order with discrete input constellation by singleton bound. The codes which
achieve singleton bound are termed as blockwise maximum distance separable (MDS). The blockwise
MSD codes are outage achieving for noisy BF erasure channel [19], but that may not be outage
probability limit achievable on noisy BF channels. As per facts MDS codes are important and
necessary but not sufficient to achieve outage probability of the channel [17].
For BF channels, codes which include the near outage schemes based on suitable permutation are
parallel turbo codes [20]. Multiplexers for convolution, turbo and repeat-accumulate code [17] which
appeared one decade after the analysis of random and periodic interleaving of convolution codes on
the block-erasure channel [21]. Some random ensembles of LDPC designed for ergodic AWGN
channel [22], LDPC codes of irregular structures have an excellent decoding threshold but that does
not have full diversity, and therefore exhibit a poor performance over BF channel. In [10] the decoding
threshold for LDPC codes over BF channel has been studied. These codes unfortunately, are not
designed for blockwise MDS, and thus fail to achieve the outage limit in the non ergodic setup.
Thus new families of blockwise MDS LDPC codes perposed [15] are called root LDPC codes which
are based on special type of check nodes termed as rootchecks. Root LDPC codes achieve outage
probability limit on block erasure channel [15], and they also perform close to that limit on Rayleigh
BF channels under iterative message passing decoding.

2.9 Root LDPC Proposed Model:
In [15] a model for root LDPC code has been proposed which can attain the full diversity; and this
model will be explained below. There are four types variable nodes and and two check node types as
mentioned in figure 2.11.
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1p

Variable node on α1

1i

Variable node on α1 connected to rootchecknode

2p

Variable node on α2

2i

Variable node on α2 connected to rootchecknode

1c

2c

Check node type 1

Check node type 2

Fig 2.11 Notations for Graph Representation
In figure 2.11 p represents the parity bit or parity variable node and i represents the
information bit or information variable node. The particular connection of the variable nodes
with the rootchecknodes is shown in figure 2.12.
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N/4 nodes

1i

1

1c

N/4 nodes

2c

N/4 nodes

2
3
N/4 nodes

1p

N/4 nodes

2p

3
2

N/4 nodes

1

2i

Fig 2.12 Tanner Graph of Root LDPC

As In [15] a proposition has been made for binary root LDPC codes by considering a rate
1/2
root LDPC code transmitted on a Rayleigh block-fading channel with
then,
root LDPC code has full diversity under belief propagation decoding. This proposition is restricted to a
regular
LDPC and this is elaborated below.
Let
denote the input probabilistic messages to checknode
and the output message
for belief propagation is

(∏

in log-ratio of degree

( ))

(2.17)

where
denotes the hyperbolic-tangent function. The superscripts and stands for a priori and
extrinsic, respectively. Considering the min-sum decoder, the checknode produce the output message
defined as

∏

.

(2.18)

2.9.1 First decoding iteration:
It has been assumed that all-zero codeword has been transmitted firstly, then after studying the first
iteration, the channel crossover probability that is associated with fading
is

(√

)

The channel message for a bit variable/message node

(2.19)
transmitted over fading coefficient

is
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(
where

)

(2.20)

and

. Where

is the average energy per symbol

1c

α1

1i

λ(x)

2c

2c

1

2i

ρ(x)/x

3 ρ(x)/x

1

1i

1

1p

2i

2

2i

3

2p

Fig 2.13 Local Neighborhood of Variable nodes 1i, this figure shows the Evolution of
Messages from 1i to 1c
In figure: 2.13 the variable node

of class 1i has

. Whereas variable node

also

receives 3 messages
from its 3 neighboring check nodes. Thus the total posteriori
message corresponding to variable is
consider
an extrinsic message which is
generated by the rootcheck of class
connected to . The error rate at
is given by the negative
tail of the density of messages. The addition of
to
will not degrade the
because the convolution with the density messages from non-rootchecks can only physically upgrade
resulting density. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that message
brings full diversity. The
expression
is found by applying equation 2.17. The input messages of rootcheck are negative with
probability
)

(2.21)

where

∑

∑

(2.22)
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obtained
.

(2.23)

Hence the partial a posteriori log-ratio message becomes
(2.24)

The embedded metric
when
behaves exactly as

guarantees full diversity. At high SNR (i.e.
.

2.9.2 Further decoding iterations:
2c

α1

1i

λ(x)/x
1

1c

2c

1

2i

1

1i

3

ρ(x)

ρ(x)/x

1p

2

2i

3

2p

Fig 2.14 Local neighborhood of Variable node 1i, this figure shows the evolution of messages
from 1i to 2c
Diversity order 2 is maintained after the first iteration in the decoding tree of bit node 1i shown in
figure 12.The input to the rootcheck the information bits 2 have full diversity and parity bits
bring
always a term which is proportional to . Density message
can only be improved with respect
to its first iteration due the some particular structure of the root LDPC codes, therefore the full
diversity is preserved.
Let us now examine the diversity for the parity bits (parity variable node). A parity bit
has message

of class

and there are three other messages for this parity bit from its

neighboring check nodes which are all of class

and they are

Therefore, the total a
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posteriori message of is
. Now we will determine the nature of
on the basis of the
input messages to the check node of class as shown in figure 2.14 (root LDPC code).
After the decoding iteration it has been shown that extrinsic message produced by checked node of
class
satisfy the following expression:
In the case of

{

}

(2.25)

where G is defined as

defined as non-decreasing function of
if
For fixed
For fixed

and
and

and decreasing function of

. Thus,

.
.
.

Now determine the messages produced by checked node of class
In case of

{

.

}

(2.26)

Thus it is concluded for parity bits, that the output message has the first diversity order with a
probability
. The error probability of parity bits will have diversity order instead of
diversity order . Hence the above description will be valid for further decoding iterations.
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2.10 Block Fading Channel Model:
N

α1

α1

…………..

α1

α2

α2

…………

N/2

α2

α2

N/2

Fig 2.15 Block fading channel model
Figure 2.15 shows the channel model for a BF fading channel. Consider that binary digits are being
transmitted on a BF channel, with
independent fading gains (whose values are from the channel
state) affect each codeword. The length
is a multiple of fading gains ( ) with
⁄ that
denotes the number of bits per fading block. The received signal when symbol is transmitted.

.

(2.27)

where
and
that denotes the integer part of the real
[
] with
number . Where is the nonnegative real number which is the fading gain at block
. The
symbol
which are chosen from the BPSK alphabet, where
√ and
are noise samples. We assume perfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver side and
the channel gains are Rayleigh distributed from codeword to codeword and from block to block. The
average SNR per symbol is
when the information rate is bits per channel use. And the
average SNR per bit is

. Figure: 2.15 illustrate the channel model for

and
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3

DESIGN ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION

3.1 Design Analysis:
The design analysis is the implementation of the following polynomials in this thesis work. The
equations being used in the simulations.

∑ (

)
(3.1)

∑ ()

∑ ( )

.

(3.2)

Equation (3.1) represents the variable/message nodes
on the left side of the bipartite graph
mentioned. Figure 2.12 while the equation (3.2) represents the rootchecks (check node ). The
variable
and
are related to two fading channels and
are variable which represent the
six different types of edges used in the bipartite graph in the figure 2.7. We have two types variable
node which are information bitnodes and parity bitnodes, so remember that edge
and
are the
parity edges, and all other remaining edges are the information edges. represents the probability that
an edge that connects parity node to check node. Similarly
represents the probability that an edge
which connects to an information node to check node. Clearly
.
The following equations are for the six different edge types in the Tanner graph.

̅

̅

∑

̇
̃

̅ ∑
̅
̅

∑

∑

(3.3)
̅ ∑

̇
̃

̅
̅

(3.4)
∑

(3.5)

3.2 Tanner Graph Model of Diversity 2:
Tanner graph as shown in figure 3.1 has promised diversity of order 2. Figure 2.12 show that there are
four types of variable node. (
and two checks node (
and six different type of edge.
The variable node
shows the information and parity nodes which are in a codeword and sent
through the fading channel . Similarly variable node
are the second information and parity bits
respectively which sent through fading channel .
Thus and
are information nodes, and
are parity nodes, consideration has been made that
two information nodes are connected to same rootcheck (check node) while other all other edges are
connected to another rootcheck (check node) and each parity variable node connected to different root
check (check node). Thus edge connections are made accordingly
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. The following structure guarantees code rate of and transmit diversity of
which is the maximum diversity that can be obtained for two transmitting channels. For non-binary
root LDPC codes symbols are assigned to variable node from
. Where
and
λ (x) Infomation
bitnode connection
with checknode
N/4 nodes

ρ (x) checknode
connection with
information bitnode

1

1i

Information on fading 1
2

1c

N/4 nodes

2c

N/4 nodes

3
N/4 nodes

1p

Parity on fading 1

N/4 nodes

4

2p

Parity on fading 2
5

N/4 nodes
Information on fading 2

6

2i

Fig 3.1 Structure of a (λ,ρ) Root LDPC Ensemble of Diversity 2
N/4 nodes

1i

q1

Information on fading 1
f1

N/4 nodes

1p

Parity on fading 1

N/4 nodes

2p

1c

N/4 nodes

2c

N/4 nodes

g1

g2

Parity on fading 2
f2

N/4 nodes
Information on fading 2

2i

q2

Fig 3.2 Probabilistic edge connection structure of a Root LDPC (λ,ρ) ensemble of diversity 2
Therefore for the non-binary root LDPC symbols are being divided into two equal sub-words in a
codeword and those two subwords are transmitted on two independent BF channels of coefficients
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and . Parity and information symbols are differentiated inside each subword. It should be taken
into account that full diversity property holds only for information symbols and not the parity symbols.
Two subwords are erased by the fading channels (i.e.
. Due to channel independency it
happens with the probability
where is considered as probability to get
for BF channel.
Thus the power of is , so we have obtained the diversity which is the maximum possible value
obtain.

3.3 Implementation:
3.3.1 Iterative Threshold

versus Fading:

Two fading coefficients of two channels are denoted by
(

, where

⁄

is SNR and

) is the function for iterative decoding threshold the root ensemble. There fore

(

)

(

⁄

)

(

)

(

⁄

)

(3.6)

The pdf (probability density function) of the LLR channel estimate, relating to the threshold is,

(

)

(

Similarly

)
(

)

(

)

(3.7)
(

)

Equation (3.7) states that for a given root ensemble it is sufficient to compute the function
in order to define iterative threshold for any couple of fading coefficients
(
Thus from Eq. (3.7) it is observed, that
for the case of 2 fading channel is of the
following form
(3.8)

where
(3.9)
(3.10)
Note that in case of Root LDPC codes,
thus Eq. (3.9) will be
. By
approximating 2 parameters (numerically for the moment) for a Root LDPC ensemble to estimate
In figure (3.3) we have presented the estimation done for (2,4) code.

3.3.2 Simulations Results/Graphs:
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In non-binary Root-LDPC code, each variable node is assigned a symbol instead of bit (in case of
binary Root LDPC code) from
field, while check node performs operation over
. Each
edge and the linear transform of the form
is being assigned.
13
Binary LDPC
12
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SNR in dB
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Fig 3.3 Estimated threshold level for (2,4) binary root LDPC code
In figure 3.3 the estimated threshold level for (2,4) binary Root LDPC starts from 3.4dB and it goes to
12.80dB at different values of alpha.
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Non-Binary LDPC
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SNR in dB
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Fig 3.4 Estimated threshold level for (2,4) Non-Binary Root LDPC code
In figure 3.4 the estimated threshold level for (2,4) non-binary Root LDPC starts from 9.1 dB and it
goes to 19.74 dB at different values of alpha. So if we compare the threshold level of the two different
codes ( binary and non-binary Root LDPC codes,) it is clear from the graph that in case of non-binary
Root LDPC code the SNR value is higher than the in case binary Root LDPC code at different values
of alpha. Alpha is the fading coefficient of the block fading channel.
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CONCLUSION:
In this thesis/research work we studied the full diversity LDPC (root LDPC) codes for non-ergodic
transmission channels. The study was mainly divided in two sections one was the theoretical part
which included study of different research papers and second part was the implementation of the idea.
The threshold level has been computed for binary and non-binary root LDPC using C++. Iterative
decoding method has been used for detecting the received code word. Therefore on basis of
Simulation results it can be concluded that non-Binary Root LDPC code provides higher threshold
value as compare to binary Root LDPC code.
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